ERSKINE OVERNIGHT
Guests 2009
A
Keith Abel is a writer, producer, a former Republican operative and Convention
Delegate now specializes in patriotic-style documentaries exposing governmental abuse
of power and focus viewers on a wide range of grassroots solutions. This movie is about
hope and change and the tools that we can use to unify America under the banner of
change. Now we have a President who ran on change as his mantra. Do we have the
needed change? Mr. Abel is a founder of www.TakeBackWashington.com 2/07/09
Brian Allan is a UFO/Paranormal researcher, lecturer, and writer. He is the Scottish
Director of Strange Phenomea Investigations (SPI UK) and co-director of P.E.G.
(Paranormal Encounter Group) which is a self-help group designed to provide a safe and
sympathetic environment for people traumatized by their encounters. Mr. Allan has
written over a dozen books on the paranormal & has two new movies. The Rosslyn
Frequency: Uncovering the Hidden World of the Knights Templar and Ancient Code:
The Movie. This is the real truth about the 2012 end of the world/changing times.
www.ellisetaylor.com/brianallan.html , www.reality-entertainment.com
www.BrianJAllan.com 9/5/09
Dr. Craig April founded the April Center for Anxiety Management in LA. He is an
expert in cognitive-behavorial technics. He works with those who have phobias and
obcessions and is the featured psychologist on A&E’s Obcessed. Phobias can disrupt
your life and hold you captive. Many have a fear of snakes, clowns, heights, crowds,
flying, the list is almost endless. Practically anything we encounter is feared by someone
somewhere. Dr. April has developed 3 strategies to help us work through our anxieties.
www.kickfear.com or www.drcraigapril.com 12/12/09

B
Dr. Timothy Ball PhD. is the first Canadian to obtain a Ph.D. in Climatology. Dr. Ball
was Professor of Climatology at the University of Winnipeg for 32 years. He is currently

an environmental consultant. Dr. Ball exposes the top climate change myths. These
myths are leading Canada to accept and pressure the United States to ratify the Kyoto
accords and other greenhouse reduction treaties. www.friendsofscience.org 12/12/09
Dr. Nick Begich MD is the author of Earth Rising, Earth Rising II, and the best selling
Angels Don’t Play This Haarp. Dr. Begich examines the effect of HAARP,
communications, and weaponry on human and oceanic life. The magnetic pole has begun
an alarming movement and weather conditions have altered our quality of life what role
could the gigantic antenna array in Alaska, capable of producing unbelievable amounts of
energy, be responsible. The next frontier is non-lethal weaponry. Dr. Begich’s latest
release Mind Control DVD examines our government’s covert attempts to control each
of us. We’ll also discuss Dr. Begich’s opinion about the current healthcare debate.
www.earthpulse.com www.layinstitute.org 8/29/09, 9/26/09, 11/28/09
Jim Bendat is an expert in presidential inaugurations. He has been the go-to person for
CNN, CBS, ABC, and the BBC as he has watched minute of every inauguration on both
video-tape and kinescope since 1953. We’ll learn the odd and the bizarre events which
have occurred including the vice-president who arrived drunk and the President who
began his term of office with a terrible case of diarrhea. This is truly Democracy’s Big
Day. www.inaugurationbook.com 1/03/09
Pat Benjamin has been an entrepreneur and a political activist since the 1960’s.
She helped form the New Jersey Reform Party and was elected Vice-Chair of the
National Reform Party. Pat will discuss The Perot Legacy: A New Political Path from
the point of view of an insider. She hosts An Independent Voice weekly radio program in
Philadelphia & the internet. www.theperotlegacy.com, http://wnjc1360.com 6/27/09
Michael Berger is the co-producer/writer of Life on the edge of a Bubble: Blowing the
American Dream. This is not your usual documentary, but an exciting romp through the
amazing fantasy world we call our economic system. Back room deals, corruption, greed,
bribes, and Wall Street con-artists have lead to a situation where America and the world
are under constant economic terrorism. Life on the Edge of a Bubble describes the who,
what, why, and most important where we’re going and what we can do to break this
cycle, secure liberty, and allow the opportunity for individual Americans to pursue their
dreams. www.LifeOnTheEdgeOfABubble.com 6/13/09
Barrie Bergman is the former CEO of two multi-million dollar empires in the cosmetic
and entertainment industry. Barrie turned The Record Bar a single shop mom and pop
record shop into a $92 million dollar empire of 180 stores in 30 states. Bare Essentials
was a bankrupt 4 store operation that he rescued and in 14 years grew it into a 24 store
#200 million dollar operation. Nice Guys Finish First is his book on how to succeed in
business and life ethically. www.barriebergman.com 10/03/09
Carlyn Berghoff is CEO of the Berghoff Catering and Restaurant group in Chicago.
Carlyn continues her family 4th generation legacy of serving great food. The Berghoff
Café Cookbook: Berghoff Family Recipes for Simple Satisfying Foods, offers a cost and

time conscious compendium of real comfort food. We’ll learn how to save time and
money by using the same ingredients for multiple dishes including the best Beer-Cheese
Soup you’ll ever taste. www.berghoffgroup.com 11/21/09
Arian Black was named Female Magician of the Year in 2004. She has been a feature
act with several Las Vegas Reviews from Splash to her own act Secrets which was at
Fitzgerald’s in downtown Las Vegas. She studied under fellow Canadian Doug Henning
and is the only female magician with a degree in magic. She is involved in writing,
consulting and performing from Chili to Dubai. www.arianblack.com 8/22/09
Dr. Patricia Bragg ND, PhD. is the Life Extension Nutritionist who has authored 10
self-health books and has served as fitness advisor to American President, British
Royality, Hollywood Stars, singers, dancers, and athletes the world over. Her father, Paul
Bragg opened the first Health Food Store, restaurants, and Health Spas in America. The
Bragg’s introduced Americans to juice therapy, pineapple, tomato juice, health lectures,
honey and dated sugar. Bragg pioneered Radio Health Programs from Hollywood in the
1920’s. Jack LaLanne attributes Dr. Paul Bragg taking him from sickness to toal health
by attending and following one of Dr. Bragg’s Crusades. www.bragg.com 6/20/09
Cabell Brand is an entrepreneur and civic leader who has volunteered to fight for social
justice for over 50 years. He founded two poverty fighting agencies and received
numerous awards and honorary degrees. Mr. Brand’s If Not Me Then Who? Can serve a
a manual for civic action. www.cabellbrandcenter.org 2/21/09
Nick Bryant is a journalist whose work largely focuses on the plight of disadvantaged
children in the United States. His writing has been featured in Gear, Playboy, Salon.com.
Following up on his America’s Children: Triumph of Tragedy his latest book is a
chilling expose of corporate corruption and government cover-ups. His account of a
nationwide child-trafficking and pedophilia ring in the US The Franklin Scandal tells a
sordid tale of corruption in high places. www.FranklinScandal.com 1/03/09
Elizabeth Burchard and Judith Carlone discuss sex, lies, and mind control. In The
Cult Next Door you’ll be astonished to discover how cults operate and how anyone can
be absorbed into a nightmare world. There are over 5,000 cults in the US with
unsuspecting middle-class, hard-working, intelligent, successful folks as their prime
targets. We’ll learn what to look for in cults. Most important, for anyone with a loved
one in a cult, we’ll examine how to coax them away from the cults stranglehold.
Hopefully this will prove to be a warning as well as a ray of sunshine for anyone
involved or about to become involved in a cult. Elizabeth Burchard writes,” Sadly, people
have no idea what danger lies ahead should they take that fateful step toward the guru’s
inner circle.” www.TheCultNextDoor.com 10/31/09
Necro Butcher has been called “the most insane wrestler of all times”. He’s the “King of
the Deathmatch” who battled Mickey Rourke in the movie The Wrestler. We’ll discuss
Necro the wrestler, but also Necro the family man. Wrestling is more popular than
basketball, football, or baseball. You’ll discover how wrestling is perfect for today’s

tough economic times. Necro’s 6 hour video Choose Death: Inside The Mind of A
wrestling Mad Man is available at www.rohwrestling.com 8/15/09

C
Timothy Canova is the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Betty Hutton Williams
Professor of International Economic Law at Chapman University. He has a history of
critical writing regarding deregulation of banking and finance since the 1980’s. He
correctly anticipated the savings and loan meltdown, the Asian economic crisis and the
current crisis with our bubble economy. Tonight we’ll examine the latest plan by
Treasury SecretaryTimothyGeithner and the G-20 monitary plans.
http://ssrn.com/author=405808http://www.dissentmagazine.org/article/?article=1229 4/11
Judith Carlone and Elizabeth Burchard discuss sex, lies, and mind control. In The
Cult Next Door you’ll be astonished to discover how cults operate and how anyone can
be absorbed into a nightmare world. There are over 5,000 cults in the US with
unsuspecting middle-class, hard-working, intelligent, successful folks as their prime
targets. We’ll learn what to look for in cults. Most important, for anyone with a loved
one in a cult, we’ll examine how to coax them away from the cults stranglehold.
Hopefully this will prove to be a warning as well as a ray of sunshine for anyone
involved or about to become involved in a cult. Elizabeth Burchard writes,” Sadly, people
have no idea what danger lies ahead should they take that fateful step toward the guru’s
inner circle.” www.TheCultNextDoor.com 10/31/09
Eddie Carroll’s achievements have spanned every area of show business. The Broadway
stage, motion pictures, television, and his award winning one-man show Jack Benny
“Laughter In Bloom”. The San Francisco Chronicle says, “Eddie Carroll is Jack Benny”.
Eddie has been profiled in front page major newspapers and magazines, on TV’s CNN
and ABC, plus numerous radio interviews. Mr. Carroll doesn’t do a mere impression of
Jack Benny, but he portrays Jack Benny. Eddie Carroll has appeared in over 200
commercials plus doing voice over in over 100 radio and television spots. He has worked
with the greats of show business , including Jack Benny, Kelsey Grammer, Cary Grant,
Marlene Detrich. Since 1973 Mr. Carroll has been the voice of Jiminy Cricket for Walt
Disney. Enjoy an hour with Jack Benny and Eddie Carroll. www.EddieCarroll.com
Chris Carter is a Graduate of Oxford University in England with degrees in Economics
and Philosophy. He has written Parapsychology and the Skeptics the book that’s an
opening blast that promises to cause a scientific re-evaluation of how science views the
existence of ESP. Carter uses scientific and philosophical principals to argue the validity
of parapsychology as a science. The skeptics are as dogmatic in treating assumptions as
facts as true believers who accept everything paranormal.
Keep an open curious mind and you’ll discover a new scientific frontier.
www.parapsychologyandtheskeptics.com 7/11/09
Ingri Cassel & Don Harkins are the publishers of The Idaho Observer. The latest issue
of Idaho Observer has President Bush morphing into President Obama. The bailouts

continue to the bankers as the people are suffering. It seems the change most Americans
wanted has translated into more money going to the same banksters that caused our
problems. We’ll also discuss the diet cola/diabetes link. The danger of Aspartame has
been proven by another non-biased study which began in 2000. We must wonder if
Americans aren’t being deliberately poisoned. We’ll also discuss the danger of vaccines
as they are increasingly being mandated under the guise of National Security. Don and
Ingri have been in leaders in the fight for freedom of choice. These amazing crusaders
fact check all of their stories and offer some of the most reliable information you’ll find
anywhere. www.Idaho-Observer.com , www.Vaclib.org 3/7/09, 8/1/09
Gerald Celente is the futurist CNN, USA Today, The Wall Street Journal, The New
York Times, when they wish to accurately understand future trends. Trends Research
Institute correctly predicted the 1987 Stock Market Crash, the demise of the Soviet
Union, the Dot.Com crash, gourmet coffees and other social, political, and economic
trends. Since 1980 Mr. Celente and his staff forecast many events that went undetected or
ran counter to broad spectrum of expert opinion. www.Trendsresearch.com 1/31, 4/25
Robert Chapman is the publisher of The International Forecaster. This is the
newsletter that examines world economic conditions and major events. He provides a
forecast of economic trends for intelligent financial planning and investing. Mr. Chapman
presents future headlines today. Mr. Chapman presents the world-view you’re not going
to get on CNN, ABC, CBS, NBC or any of the managed news services. Mr. Chapman
offers the information that will enable you to make informed financial decisions.
www.theinternationalforecaster.com to subscribe IF distctr@yahoo.com 877) 479-8178
1/17, 2/21, 3/21, 4/18, 5/23, 6/20, 7/18, 8/22, 9/19,10/24, 11/21, 12/19

D
Byron Dale examines what money is, where it comes from, how is it created, and most
important how it gets into circulation. The economic system of credit and debt is near an
end. A new formula is desperately needed. We’ll examine our monetary system and the
sovereignty movement . States are attempting to regain their rights under the Tenth
Amendment of the Constitution to prevent Federal mandates from bankrupting them.
www.wealthmoney.org 4/25/09, 5/23 (repeat), 8/22/09, 11/7/09
Bob Dancer is the world-renowned video poker expert and three-time “gaming
personality of the year.” Bob has taught over 50,000 people how to adopt his winning
strategies. His strategies helped him turn $6,000 into $1,000,000 in just 6 months. Bob is
the author of Million Dollar Video Poker and his latest book More Sex, Lies, and Video
Poker. Are certain machines better than others? Is video poker luck or skill? What cards
do you keep? What’s the best game? More Sex, Lies, and Video Poker is an erotic novel
about power and winning the Vegas way. Let’s take a trip on the wild side and see that
not everything that happens in Vegas stays in Vegas. www.BobDancer.com 11/28/09
J. Allan Danelek paranormal expert and author of Reconsidering Atlantis, Mystery of
Reincarnation, The Case For Ghosts, UFO’s The Great Debate presents 2012:
Extinction or Utopia. Danelek examines the 2012 hype where some predict global

apocalypse and others foresee an evolutionary leap in planetary consciousness. Danelek
looks at the range of theories and presents a balanced, reasoned viewpoint so we can
draw our own conclusions. www.ourcuriousworld.com 12/05/09
Frank Darras is recognized as the nation’s top lawyer in the areas of disability and longterm care insurance. He evaluates more than 3,000 new cases each month and has
returned over half a billion dollars to his clients. Darras helps people unable to afford
representation and tackles America’s most difficult insurance bad-faith cases.
www.Darrasnews.comConseco Insurance information www.savemyltc.com 3/28, 5/30
Bev Day in 1978 founded O.W.L.(Orphaned Wildlife Support Society). The purposes
were to care for and rehabilitate injured and orphaned wildlife, educational activities,
gather data on wildlife, and establish and maintain breeder and release programs for
protected wildlife. This organization evolved into a rehabilitation program for birds of
prey, owls, eagles, hawks etc. This has been a labor of love for over 30 years for OWL’s
CEO Bev Day. These majestic birds of prey’s greatest threat is mankind. These birds will
survive with your help and Bev’s direction. www.owlcanada.ca 6/6/09
Warwick Dunnett is a semi-professional poker player and author of Poker Wizards:
Wisdom from the World’s Top No-Limit Hold ‘Em Players. A Boeing 747 Captain, he
travels the world searching for adventure and new challenges. Poker Wizards is like
being tutored by the best of the best Hold-Em players in the world. Each contributor has
won millions and each share their secrets. www.pokerwizards.net 6/27, 11/14

EF
Dr. Joseph P. Farrell is a physicist and author of the highly acclaimed Giza Death Star
trilogy, The SS Brotherhood of the bell The Nazis’ Incredible Secret Technology, The
Cosmic War, and Nazi International. Dr. Farrell’s latest book, The Philosopher’s Stone
takes us on a journey of alchemy and the secret research for exotic matter. You’ll learn
about Soviet, American and Nazi research of the phenomenon of high-spin rotation and
the unusual properties in matter that it induces. David Hudson of Arizona’s Monatomic
Gold shows that transmutation of metals, perhaps being influenced by time, produces
some extraordinary results. www.feralhouse.com www.adventuresunlimitedpress.com
1/10, 3/07, 10/17
Dr. James Fetzer the author of Murder In Dealey Plaza, American Assassination, the
strange Death of Senator Paul Wellstone, and 911 Science of an Inside Job. He’ll look
at the scientific evidence concerning 911 and the relationship to the assassination of
President Kennedy on November 22 1963. Both events have led to the consolidation of
power and control over America. www.Assassinationscience.com www.st911.org
Dr. Fetzer has as his guest Rich DellaRosa, the founder and moderator of
www.JFKresearch.com. Rich DellaRosa will be on all 3 hours.1/24/09
Bruce Fleet is a former senior investment executive and national trainer at UBS and
Merrill Lynch. Bruce Fleet knows all the secrets of the investment business. His book

Demystifying Wall St.: Shedding a Little Light on the Bull, explains how the entire
compensation structure of the financial services industry is set up to serve the industry,
not the consumer. You’ll understand how the Wall Street executives can still afford firstclass vacations and mansions while your portfolio loses value. www.BruceFleet.com 3/28
William B. Fox is the publisher of America First Books. An experienced business and
military person Mr. Fox addresses a wide range of topics from technological innovation
and economic analysis to national media brainwashing, loss of liberties, and political
crisis. Tonight we’ll discuss The H1N1“False Flag” Pandemic Threat.
www.amfirstbooks.com 9/12/09, 10/03/09

G
Andrew Gause explained The Secret World of Money 20 years ago. This best seller
examined the start of money, bonds, the IMF, and de-mystified the Federal Reserve. He
lists the owners of the Federal Reserve that is neither Federal nor containing reserves. His
new Uncle Sam Cooks the Books and The World of Money Newsletter should be
required reading for anyone seeking privacy and safety of their funds.
www.andygause.com 11/7/09, 12/12/09
John Giordano is a 10th degree black belt Karate Grand Master, a therapist, president
and founder of G&G Holistic Addiction Treatment Center in Miami Florida. Mr.
Giordano for several years hosted a weekly Miami TV talk show discussing addiction,
hopelessness, HIV, and depression. He has appeared on 48 Hours, A&E, Geraldo, and
CNN Situation Room with Wolf Blitzer. We’ll be discussing what can be done about
prescription drug addiction, eastern and western addiction treatments, Proven Holistic
Treatment for Addiction & Chronic Relapse. www.drugrehabcenter.com 5/02/09
Jeff Golden has held political office, mediated political battles and is currently a talk
show host. His books Forest Blood and If We Were Grownups were both critical
successes. His fourth book Unafraid: A Novel of the Possible has JFK surviving and
changing history. The questions of how we can be better informed and what can be done
to create change are at the forefront of Americans. www.unafraidthebook.com 1/17/09
Senator Mike Gravel served in the Alaska House of Representatives from 1963-66, and
as speaker from 1965-66. He represented Alaska in the U.S. Senate from 1969-81. In
1971 he waged a successful one-man filibuster that forced the Nixon Administration to
end the draft. He was responsible for the release of the “Pentagon Papers” that exposed
the lies and manipulations that got us into the Vietnam War. His books The Kingmaker,
Citizen Power, and A Political Odyssey are best sellers. His “Declaration of
Independence 2008” is posted at: www.MikeGravel.us , http://ni4d.us 4/4, 5/23 (repeat)
John Michael Greer is an occult scholar and author of The New Encyclopedia of the
Occult, Monsters: An investigative Guide to Magical Beings,. Atlantis: Ancient Legacy,
Hidden Prophecy, and he now examines The UFO Phenomenon. This is the book on
UFO’s I would have written. It is carefully researched and avoids the usual pitfalls of the
total skeptic and the complete believer. Both camps have become so zealous as to create

pseudo-religions out of this phenomenon. The subtitle “Fact, Fantasy, and
Disinformation” explains the daunting task in investigating dispassionately UFO’s. John
Michael Greer has put this into a perspective never before attempted. He’s hit the ball out
of the park. www.llewellyn.com also by John Michael Greer The Long Descent about the
aftermath of the age of oil. www.newsociety.com 4/18/09
Lamon Griggs is a former state trooper and Wal-Mart employee who was accused by
Wal-Mart of shoplifting a pouch of chewing tobacco. He spent years embroiled in a
scenario that rivaled a complex Hollywood thriller. Wal-Mart turned his life upside down
with corporate cover-ups, a missing witness, and a hidden document. Griggs defeated the
world’s largest corporation and won an 8.5 million dollar lawsuit. Listen and learn about
Wal-Mart, where the low prices are only equaled by their low ethics. His book After The
Verdict: Crossing the Line is NOT available at Wal-Mart. 11/7/09

H-I
Marsha Hansen has degrees in Theology and Human Relations. She is the author of
several books on faith and has established her own publishing company with an imprint
for serious scientists and theologians. My Soul Is a Witness is her collaboration with her
brother-in-law Keith Richards and includes a CD about the rich legacy of AfricanAmerican spirituals. Her latest book God Is Now is an examination of how we all can
know the reality of God and how science and religion can demonstrate His existence to
the satisfaction of both. This is a “special” Palm Sunday/Easter guest.
www.MarshaHansen.com or www.redroom.com/author/marsha-hansen 4/4/09
Don Harkins & Ingri Cassel are the publishers of The Idaho Observer. The latest issue
of Idaho Observer has President Bush morphing into President Obama. The bailouts
continue to the bankers as the people are suffering. It seems the change most Americans
wanted has translated into more money going to the same banksters that caused our
problems. We’ll also discuss the diet cola/diabetes link. The danger of Aspartame has
been proven by another non-biased study which began in 2000. We must wonder if
Americans aren’t being deliberately poisoned. We’ll also discuss the danger of vaccines
as they are increasingly being mandated under the guise of National Security. Don and
Ingri have been in leaders in the fight for freedom of choice. These amazing crusaders
fact check all of their stories and offer some of the most reliable information you’ll find
anywhere. www.Idaho-Observer.com , www.Vaclib.org 3/7/09, 8/1/09
Richard Harvey has written THE books on blackjack, Blackjack The Smart Way
(revised & enhanced Gold 4th Edition) and Cutting Edge Blackjack (expanded,
completely rewritten 3rd edition). Mr. Harvey challenges the “conventional wisdom” and
examines why yesterdays strategy isn’t good enough to win in the 21st century. Winning
at blackjack has become an increasingly difficult challenge. If you’re serious about
winning these are the books you MUST have to play effectively.
www.blackjacktoday.com or www.mysticridgebooks.com 5/30/09
Norio Hayakawa, was the authority on The Secrets of Area 51 as the former director of
the CIVILIAN INTELLIGENCE NETWORK. Norio tells about our nation’s latest

weaponry and the “Alien cover-up”. You’ll learn about mind control projects, holograms,
and more. Now Mr. Hayakawa has gone to the latest “secret facility” Dulce New Mexico
where he examines Bio-Warfare and Project Blue Beam.
www.myspace.com/NorioHayakawa 8/29
Clif High is the creator of Adventures In Future Viewing AKA The Web Bot Project.
The method he uses is based on radical linguistics that reduce extracts from readings of
dynamic postings on the internet. These words and phrases then go into a huge database
that Clif devised where he extracts ALTA or asymmetric language trend analysis. It’s all
very complex but the end result is that Clif has made some uncanny predictions. If half of
his predictions come true “we ain’t seen nothin’ yet” I will caution you that his report is
VERY frightening. Please listen with this warning. www.halfpasthuman.com 10/10/09
Bill Holland is Deputy Director of Public Citizen, a nonprofit consumer advocacy
organization, representing consumer interests in Congress, the executive branch, and the
courts. We’ll discuss America’s trade agreements and the latest G-20 economic summit
and the effect on our economic future. Public Citizen accepts no funds from corporations,
government, or professional organizations. www.citizen.org , www.tradewatch.org 4/11
Wendy Honeycutt who has a story of courage and hope that will inspire us all during
this Christmas Season. Alesandra Rain in her memoir Deeds of Trust captures her
riveting true story of deception and intrigue She was conned out of her money and
poisoned by her ex-husband. She was misdiagnosed and over medicated by doctors. Her
book, Point of Return, offers a safe and sane manner to taper off anti-anxiety and antidepressant prescription drugs. www.POINTofRETURN.com RISE, Alesandra’s
continuing story, is in production for an upcoming movie. www.AlesandraRain.com
Alesandria will be joined by her friend We’ll also discuss prescription drugs and the
death of Michael Jackson. Abuse of legal drugs is rampant across America. 12/05, 12/19
Dr. Len Horowitz is an internationally recognized authority in public health, behavioral
science, and natural healing. He has authored 17 books and dozens of peer reviewed
articles. Dr. Horowitz has appeared on Regis & Kathy Lee, CNN, and Fox News. He has
authored Death In The Air (3 mos before 9-11), Emerging Viruses and his latest
LOVE: The Real DaVinci Code. THIS IS ONE HOUR YOU MUST HEAR !!!
www.fluscam.com,
www.drlenhorowitz.com,
www.healthyworldstore.com
www.love528.com or 888) 508-4787 12/05/09
Mark Houser tells how to beat the insurance companies at their own game. Mark Houser
is a licensed public adjuster, a certified financial independent consultant, a debt
elimination specialist, and a consumer credit counselor. He knows the ins & outs of
Getting Your House In Order. He is a former adjuster who has trained thousands of
insurance adjusters. He knows how the insurance companies think and the steps they’ll
take to save their money. Mark explains your rights and how to battle insurance
companies. www.thecompletementor.com www.adjustingschool.com 3/14, 11/21

J
Stephen Jacobson former motion picture editor understands subliminal propaganda.
We’ll learn who is controlling our thinking, the goals of the mass persuaders, and the
incredible impact of television. We will examine MIND CONTROL IN AMERICA. Is
television controlling our subconscious thoughts and putting our children, our nation in
peril? www.mindcontrolinamerica.com 5/2/09
Leo Johnson is a global warming researcher who has contributed dozens of articles to
national publications. Understanding The Global Warming Hoax is an expanded version
of his book that came out last year with additional SCIENTIFIC evidence that proves
manmade global warming is a a hoax and an authoritarian assault on our individual
freedoms. www.elderberrypress.com 6/6/09
January Jones is the world’s foremost expert on How to Stop Whining. She is host of
Thou Shall Not Whine which airs on BigMediaUSA.com. We’ll discover what we whine
about, why we do it, and how to stop it. January says the eleventh commandment is Thou
Shalt Not Whine, with her help, and a lot of chocolate, whiners can become winners.
www.JanuaryJones.com 1/03/09
Marie D. Jones is the author of 3013: The End Days or A New Beginning? And her
latest book, 11:11 The Time Prompt Phenomenon The Meaning Behind Mysterious
Signs, Sequences, and Synchronicities. She is a licensed New Thought minister and has
an extensive background in metaphysics and the paranormal. With the release of the
Nicholas Cage movie “Knowing” many are wondering about the predictive and secret
messages hidden in numbers and numerical sequences. 3/28/09
Frank Joseph is the editor-in-chief of Ancient American magazine and author of The
Lost Treasure of King Juba, The Lost Civilization of Lemura, Destruction of Atlantis,
Opening the Ark of the Covenant, Unearthing Ancient America and the soon to be
released Advanced Civilizations of Prehistoric America. The discoveries of Mr. Joseph
are changing accepted history. You’ll learn to plan a vacation of discovery in your own
backyard. www.ancientamerican.com 8/15/09

K
Les Kerr authored The All-American Truck Stop Cookbook and the incredibly beautiful
Tennessee featuring stunning photography by George Humphries and storytelling from
Mr. Kerr. Les’s Southern Sound Sessions, Christmas On The Coast, Below The Level
of The Sea, and RedBlues, are outstanding. His music is refreshing, “hillbilly blues
Caribbean rock ‘n roll. Les has done it again with New Orleans Set his Pray for New
Orleans (the theme song for Katrina relief) Tourist In A Rental Car & Mackinac Blues
are two of my favorites. Jingle Bells really rocks with a Zydeco treatment and Midriff
Mama Blues is outstanding. These are songs you’ll play again and again, uplifting, fun,
and positive music to put you in a festive mood. Crawfish Caravan reflect Les’s
Mississippi and Gulf Coast heritage. Mardi Gras Song makes you feel you’ve part of the
festivities. I got so excited I tossed beads at my wife. www.LesKerr.com 2/14/09

Pam Kietzman & Andrea M. Olguin present Carefree Gourmet Buffets. This is more
than a cookbook. It’s an A to Z guide that teaches you how to throw a fast, fun summer
party and spend less than anyone would imagine. They not only give the time it takes to
prepare food but they tell you if you can freeze the various dishes. You’ll learn how to
send the invitations and what’s needed to get your home ready to receive guests. The
Carefree Gourmet Buffet even tells you when it’s smarter and less expensive to purchase
prepared items rather than fixing them yourself. www.carefreegourmet.com 6/20/09
Bob Kneisley is the author of the industry newsletter Wealth Building Digest & the book
The Wall Street Casino. Bob has over 35 years experience as a Wall Street insider who
reveals the truth about the multi-million dollar retail broker industry and the
disadvantages it provides to individual investors. You can become financially literate in a
novel form through the eyes of Jane Cromwell and her broker Caesar Marmot. We’ll
discuss mutual funds, 401 (K’s) and viable wealth creating alternatives.
www.thecasinobook.com 10/17/09
Dr. Adrian Krieg is the author of Satori that names the 3,700 members of the
Bilderbergers, Trilateralists, CFR, etc... July 4 2016 (The Last Independence Day) and
Our Political Systems describe how both parties are controlled and manipulated. Dr.
Krieg’s Vale, offers PROOF of a connection between Zionism, Communism, and the
Illuminati. His satirical The New America Newspeak Dictionary, is a 21st century
“Devil’s Dictionary”. Money, Before Departing…A Few Words, and now his most
controversial book The American Dream/Nightmare: Obama’s Plan, are we on time?
Or out of time? www.a2zPublications.com 3/21/09 8/8/09

L
Michael Largo the son of a NYPD homicide detective learned the facts of life, and
death, first hand at an early age. For over a decade Michael has been collecting statistics
and information on the American way of dying for The Portable Obituary. Final Exits,
detailed the over 3000 ways Americans assumed room temperature. Mr. Largo’s latest is
Genius and Heroin. Brilliance exacts quite a price as so many of our most creative artists
and thinkers turn to self-destructive addictions. www.Finalextis.com 2/07/09
William Lyne is a former Air Force Intelligence with Top Secret clearance. Mr. Lyle is
the author of Pentagon Aliens and Occult Either Physics (Tesla’s Hidden Space
Propulsion System And The Conspiracy To Conceal It), and Occult Science
Dictatorship. He gives proof of the source of UFO’s. Mr. Lyle exposes the “Big Lie”
designed by the elite to conceal things that affect our economic well-being and continued
independence as a great nation and details about America’s secret space program. Bill
Lyne Creatopia Productions Cerro Circle 31-B Lamy NM 87540 2/07/09, 9/5/09

M
Sarah MacDonald has worked as a writer, director, and production manager for
Charliemac movie productions. We’ll examine the horror genre, what it’s like to shoot a
horror film, and the growth of female audiences. Her latest film is Windows of the Soul.
The undead are alive and well in pop culture. www.charliemacproductions.com 10/24

Wayne Madsen is an investigative journalist and syndicated columnist whose articles
have appeared in The Houston Chronicle, The Miami Herald, The Village Voice. He has
made numerous TV appearances on 20/20, 60 Minutes, and Nightline.His latest book is
Overthrow a Fascist Regime on $15 A Day. Tonight we’ll discuss the H1N1 flu and the
economic future for America. www.WayneMadsenReport.com 9/26/09
Al Martin, former Naval Intelligence Officer and author of The Conspirators, discusses
America’s economic future. Al is the “insider” who names those in government profiting
from white-collar crime. Discover “insider secrets “ about our economic condition and
how to prepare for the future. Learn where the “smart money” is going as Al reveals
Ominous Economic Signs. www.AlMartinRaw.com www.InsiderIntelligence.com 1/10,
2/28, 4/4/09, 5/02/09, 6/6/09, 7/11/09, 8/8/09, 9/12/09, 10/10/09, 11/14/09
Mike Matusow is one of the world’s premier poker players. This is much more than a
how to play poker book. It is a raw unfettered look at professional poker and the Mike
Matusow none of us saw on the World Poker Tour on TV. Check Raising The Devil is
inspiring, insightful and shocking. I will never think of Mike Matusow as “the mouth”
but rather Mike “the maven” for the sheer courage and fortitude in overcoming
adversities beyond my comprehension. If you play poker you must get this book. If you
don’t play poker you’ll still enjoy Check Raising The Devil. Honest, exciting, you
simply won’t be able to put this book down. www.mikethemouth.com 8/8/09
Captain Eric H. May MI/PAO USA joins us from his hospital bed in Houston. He is a
founding member of Patriots Question 9/11 and Intelligence Officers for 9/11 Truth and
Ghost Troop. William B. Fox is the publisher of America First Books. An experienced
business and military person Mr. Fox addresses a wide range of topics from technological
innovation and economic analysis to national media brainwashing, loss of liberties, and
political crisis. Tonight we’ll discuss The H1N1“False Flag” Pandemic Threat.
www.amfirstbooks.com www.thepriceofliberty.org 9/12/09
Bob Minelli operated a car rental agency in Wisconsin for 10 years. He built up a loyal
following of return customers. He has written How To Save Big Money on Car Rentals
to help others enjoy huge savings and stress-free rental experiences. You’ll learn secrets
you need if planning to rent a car for your vacation. www.MyRentalCarSecrets.com 5/16
Jules, Gavin, and Kate Molloy are three young siblings who play Canadian Folk Music
inspired by old country folk, blues, bluegrass, and their local musical peers. They’ve been
writing and performing since their early teens and have songs for both TV and films on
their credits. Gavin plays guitar, harmonica, trumpet, clarinet, saxophone, piano and
ukulele and is a prolific songwriter. Jules plays several instruments plus he built the
group a recording studio. Kate plays piano and banjo when she isn’t working on her
costumes. Their music is a refreshing change of pace from what the corporate media
serves. www.molloy.ca/band/ 3/21/09
NO

Dr. Uche and Kary Odiatu, Canada’s “first couple of fitness,” are the authors of Fit For
The Love of It! Their latest book The Miracle of Health applies the psychology of
success to fitness. We’ll how to create joy on our journey to fitness. Kary has competed
in over 30 fitness competitions over the last 10 years. Uche represented Canada in
Madrid 1986 and Poland 2000. We must, now, more than ever, be fit to survive. Dr.
Odiatu and Kary will help motivate you to “make peace with your body” and keep that
New Year’s resolution. www.fitSpeakers.com 1/31/09
Andrea M. Olguin & Pam Kietzman present Carefree Gourmet Buffets. This is more
than a cookbook. It’s an A to Z guide that teaches you how to throw a fast, fun summer
party and spend less than anyone would imagine. They not only give the time it takes to
prepare food but they tell you if you can freeze the various dishes. You’ll learn how to
send the invitations and what’s needed to get your home ready to receive guests. The
Carefree Gourmet Buffet even tells you when it’s smarter and less expensive to purchase
prepared items rather than fixing them yourself. www.carefreegourmet.com 6/20/09
Bill Oliver (Billy O) is a musician, song writer, and artist. He did the artwork for Brad
Steiger’s Real Angels and the soon to be released Real Vampires: Night Stalkers and
Creatures from the Dark Side. www.BradandSherry.com . Bill performs as Billy O with
his group The Ormidales, whose CD by the same name and a second CD These Little
Dreams. Their music is positive and reverts back to a time you could understand the
words and the lyrics had meaning. The instruments are natural crisp clear unlike the
synthetic music and instruments we’ve become so accustomed to hearing. The difference
is honest, human, and has a spiritual feeling. www.myspace.com/theormidales or
www.boysoblue.com 8/1/09

P
Janet & Greta Podleski will share “small tips to lose a big belly.” These sisters have
appeared on CNN, Today, 700 Club, People Magazine & hundreds of radio & TV
programs. They have sold 1.8 million copies of their 3 cookbooks. Their latest is Eat
Shrink, and Be Merry. You’ll find recipes for Lord of the Wings, Salmon & Garfunkel
and many other comfort foods which are healthy. You’ve never eaten so well and lost
weight. They make healthy eating so delicious and so much fun people almost get healthy
by accident. www.EatShrunkandBeMerry.com 2/14/09
Dr. Dianne Pomerance author of Animal Companions has just released Pet Parenthood
Adopting the Right Animal Companion for You. In today’s uncertain economy not only
are people suffering but our four-legged friends are crowding animal shelters. You can
take your pick of breeds and sizes and obtain a companion to keep you happier, healthier,
calmer, more youthful and hopeful. Shelter pets tend to be more well balanced, grateful,
and better behaved and more adaptable than purchased animals. Hopefully President
Obama will take this advice. www.animalcompanionsandtheirpeople.com 1/17/09

Q-R
Alesandra Rain in her memoir Deeds of Trust captures her riveting true story of
deception and intrigue. As a teenager she was involved in an accident due to a drunk

driver and went on to endure 34 surgeries on her back and legs. Later in life she would
know true agony as she was conned out of her money and poisoned by her ex-husband.
She was misdiagnosed and over medicated by doctors. Deeds of Trust is a celebration of
the resiliency of the human spirit. It will inspire as Alesandra turns tragedy into triumph.
Her book, Point of Return, offers a safe and sane manner to taper off anti-anxiety and
anti-depressant prescription drugs. www.POINTofRETURN.com RISE, Alesandra’s
continuing story is due out within 30 days. www.AlesandraRain.com 10/10/09, 12/05/09
Harvey Rosenfield is the president of the Consumer Education Foundation; a California
based non-profit organization; which co-issued Sold Out. According to Mr. Rosenfield,
“Depression-era programs that would have prevented the financial meltdown that began
last year were dismantled, and the warnings of those who foresaw disaster were drowned
in an ocean of political money. Americans were betrayed, and we are paying a high
price—trillions of dollars—for that betrayal. www.WallStreetWatch.org 5/9/09
Johnathon Ross MD is an internist at St. Vincent Mercy Hospital in Toledo Ohio. He is
also Past President of Physicians for a National Health Program. This national
organization now has over 15,000 physicians who support single-payer national health
insurance. Single-payer national health insurance is supported by 59% of physicians and
over two-thirds of the American public. Universal comprehensive care can contain costs
with up to $400 billion in administrative savings. www.pnhp.org 3/14/09, 5/16/09
Leslie Rule is the best-selling author of two suspense novels and four nonfiction books
on ghosts. She has also published dozens of articles in national magazines, including a
November, 2005 article on ghosts and murder in READER'S DIGEST. Coast to Coast
Ghosts, When The Ghost Screams, Ghost In The Mirror, and my personal favorite
Ghosts Among Us are all factual and contain the best true stories of spirit encounters.
There’s even a story about me in Ghosts Among Us (that’s not the reason it’s my
favorite). Turn the lights down and invite the Ghosty Girl, Leslie Rule, in for a spirited
evening with the guru of ghosts. www.ghostygirl.com 10/24/09

S
Tom Sawyer, the producer/head writer for “Murder She Wrote”. Sawyer’s first novel
The Sixteenth Man is a best seller mystery/thriller based on the Kennedy Assassination.
He wrote, directed, and produced the cult film comedy, Alice Goodbody, and is colibrettist/lyricist of Jack, the acclaimed opera about John F. Kennedy. He’s taught writing
at UCLA and numerous colleges and universities , major writers conferences, and online
at Writer’s University where he currently teaches Storytelling: How to write stories that
will grab and hold your audience. His latest book, No Place To Run is the first novel to
suggest the 9/11 hijackers received serious help from high up within the US. You’ll
question the 9/11 Commission in a perfect blend of mystery, fiction and fact. Six months
of research into 9/11 makes this one of the most riveting, and relevant novels you’ll ever
read. It’s THE book for summertime reading. www.ThomasBSawyer.com 6/27/09
Harley Schlanger is the West Coast Coordinator for the Lyndon Larouche
Organization. Mr. Schlanger will examine the recent stimulus package of our President.

We’ll have Mr. Larouche’s take on our current economic situation. How does the current
situation compare with 1933? What should we learn from President Roosevelt’s actions?
www.Larouchepub.com 800) 922-2907 2/21/09, 6/13/09, 9/12/09
Professor Donald W. Scott joins us from Ontario Canada to offer the startling revelation
that the United States Government has engineered Pathogenic Mycoplasma. This is
where the AIDS and Chronic Fatigue sprang. Scott’s’ latest book AIDS: The Crime
Beyond Belief describes how these diseases were engineered and developed by the US
Government by orders from the "elites". They were deigned to control the population and
make them more contagious and infectious. $50.00 US/Can. Executive Services Ltd. 30
Brodie Ave. Sudbury, Ontario P3E 3M8 800) 410-5571 4/11.09
Stash Serafin & Ruth Anne Wood are comedy coaches. They believe laughter can help
us eliminate stress and enhance our abilities to be more successful and achieve our goals.
Their book is called, You Can’t Get It ‘Cause You’ve Already Got It. Ruth Anne is an
author, playwright, publisher, product developer, and goal setting and achievement
renegade. Stash is an author and well known figure skater despite being blind from birth.
www.enlightenedjokes.com 1/25/09
Charlie Shoten has been ranked among the top ten tournament poker players in the
world by Card Player Magazine. He lives a No-Limit Life since discovering how to
release himself from obstacles that were sabotaging his life and his game. This is a book
about poker, and about life. If you don’t clear your mind and mentally prepare, no matter
what road you follow your way will never be clear. This will be an hour with one of the
most engaging men I’ve ever spoken with. We’ll learn how getting rid of stress will free
your game. Listen and see what I mean. www.nolimitlife.com 2/28/09
Philip Spencer grew up in Lawrenceburg in Anderson County Kentucky. He’s spent
over 30 years collecting case files of the unexplained from around the world. Perhaps one
of the most strange anomalies was in his own back yard. The Bigfoot sightings of The
Wildman of Kentucky, The Mystery of Panther Rock is one of the longest ongoing
paranormal events in the world. You’re invited on a journey to uncover witnesses and
historical tales from the dark woods of Frazier Land in mysterious Anderson County,
Kentucky. www.reality-entertainment.com or www.philipspencer.net 7/11/09
Brad Steiger, author of 170+ books with almost 20 million copies in print, invites us to
discover Real Angels. Angels have been watching over us throughout history. Records
dating back to Egypt and Mesopotamia recognized a hierarchy of angels. Now, during
these perilous times we need to hear and understand that there is hope, healing, and
inspiration available to each of us. You’ll also want to get Brad’s Our Shared World of
the Supernatural, Conspiracies and Secret Societies, Out of the Dark, Strange Guests,
& the newly re-issued Beyond Shadow World www.bradandsherry.com 5/30/09

Tom Super is the media representative for the National Hot Dog & Sausage Council.
July is National Hot Dog Month and we’ll be in for a real treat as we discover what type
of hot dogs and toppings are preferred in various parts of our country. This 4th of July
Americans ate enough hot dogs to stretch from Washington D.C. to LA over 5 times (150
Million). Americans will consume 7 billion dogs or 818 every second between Memorial
Day and Labor Day. Sit back and relax as Tom Super serves up the All-American
favorite. www.Hot-Dog.org 7/18/09
Marshall Sylver THE MILLIONAIRE MAKER for years has been a Las Vegas headliner.
He has appeared on David Letterman, Montel Williams, The Big Idea, and other top TV
& radio programs. Mr. Sylver is the #1 leading expert on subconscious reprogramming
and irresistible influence. We can opt out of the recession and opt out of failure. We’ve
been subconsciously programmed to accept recession, break this cycle with his 5 step
plan. Sylver says it is possible to quickly re-ignite the country’s financial well-being and
create wealth. www.sylver.com , www.prosperityAlliance.com 2/28/08

T
Paul Taylor has been an environmental scientist for 30 years and has a Los Angeles
environmental science and regulatory consulting practice. His new book Climate of
Ecopolitics: A Citizen’s Guide examines how the environmental movement now
resembles a religion. Global warming, according to Mr. Taylor, is unsettled science being
used for political exploitation. www.taylorenvironmental.net 1/31/09
Dr. Sherri Tenpenny D.O. is board certified in Emergency Medicine and Osteopathic
Manual Medicine. Her integrative medical clinic, in Cleveland, focuses on allergy
elimination and women’s health. Her clinic has restored health to patients from 38 states
and 8 foreign countries. Dr. Tenpenny recently accepted the position of Executive
Director of the Sanoviv Medical Institute of Baja, California. This is a leading institution
using state of the art conventional and alternative technology to treat illness and promote
health. Dr. Tenpenny has been a guest on National TV and syndicated radio talk
programs. She has also written Fowl: Bird flu- it’s not what you think and Saying No To
Vaccines: A resource guide for all ages. Tonight we’ll discuss the flu vaccine and the
new H1N1 vaccine. www.osteomed2.com or www.DrTenpenny.com 10/31/09

U-V-W
Debbie Weiner believes homes should be comfortable, durable, and most important fit
your lifestyle. She is an advocate for the cleaning-impaired and decorating-challenged
and the owner of Designing Solutions. Debbie Wiener’s Slob Proof! Real-Life Design
Solutions, can help you decorate for the way you really live.
www.mydesignsolutions.com 2/14/09
Christian Wilde explains how to detect and neutralize Hidden Causes of Heart Attack
and Stroke. Inflammation is cardiology’s newest frontier. You’ll discover the C-reactive
protein as missing link to heart attack and stroke. Mr. Wilde’s latest book is the
revolutionary Miracle Stem Cell Heart Repair. There is hope for those who have

suffered heart attacks and bypass surgery to live a normal, drug free, life. This is the most
amazing discovery I’ve seen. www.abigon.com, www.MyHeartBook.com 7/18, 11/14
Dr. Harry Wong is the Clinical Director of Natural Medicine at Active
LifeMedicalCenter in the San Francisco area. He is the host of 2 TV programs and one of
the nation’s top experts on the detoxification program outlined in Clear Body Clear Mind.
Tonight we’ll discuss vaccines with emphasis on the H1N1 flu and the coming vaccine.
What can we do to prevent illness without vaccines? www.docwong.com 5/16/09
Patrick M. Wood, a registered investment advisor, founded The August Corporation in
October 1975 and in 1978 The Trilateral Observer with Professor Anthony Sutton as coeditor. In 1981 Wood founded the World Research Library which is dedicated to
researching, examining and exposing the world’s elite. Wood & Professor Sutton’s
Trilaterals Over Washington volume I &II have been used as textbooks at many
colleges and universities. Mr. Wood’s DVD Why Financial Chaos outlines the Trilateral
Commission’s endgame. www.AugustReview.com 6/13/09, 8/15/09
Ruth Anne Wood & Stash Serafin are comedy coaches. They believe laughter can help
us eliminate stress and enhance our abilities to be more successful and achieve our goals.
Their book is called, You Can’t Get It ‘Cause You’ve Already Got It. Ruth Anne is an
author, playwright, publisher, product developer, and goal setting and achievement
renegade. Stash is an author and well known figure skater despite being blind from birth.
www.enlightenedjokes.com 4/25/09

X-Y-Z
Glen Yeadon has spent years tracing Nazi sympathizers, funders, and followers in
America. The Nazi Hydra In America: Suppressed History of A Century, describes how
US corporations sponsor and support facism over four generations of Bush’s, Harriman
and other dynasties. We’ll learn American involvement in bringing Adolph Hitler to
power and how they’re working toward a New World Fascist Order today. This 700 page
book is a real bargain at $19.95. www.progressivepress.com 5/09/09

